Currently the WAIMM has established various corporate agreements with top hotels and resorts for the comfort of our members. WAIMM members visiting the associated hotels are offered rates which are far below standard rates as a gesture of our relationship.

The hotels and hospitality centers where WAIMM members are given specialized and corporate discounts include the following:

**LONGJI INTERNATIONAL HOTEL, TARKWA - GHANA**

Offering an outdoor pool and a restaurant, Longji International Hotel is located in Tarkwa. Free WiFi access is available. Each room here will provide you with a flat-screen TV and air conditioning. Private bathroom also comes with a bath or shower. Extras include satellite channels. At Longji International Hotel you will find buffet restaurant.

**BUSUA BEACH RESORT, BUSUA - GHANA**

Busua Beach Resort is the home of the ultimate beachfront vacation destination located in Busua Beach, Ghana. Enjoy the beautiful, coastal view of the Atlantic Ocean while relaxing on your very own private terrace. These spacious beach fronting rooms offer complimentary WIFI, satellite TV and complimentary buffet breakfast.
While visiting, enjoy a multitude of activities such as jet skiing, kayaking and tennis. Soak up the rays on the sandy white beaches or cool down in either of the two outdoor swimming pools. With a tour guide, take a short 3 km hike to Butre by walking along the beach and climbing a steep hill which offers an excellent view over the beaches of Busua before treating your taste buds to great food at Busua’s beach front Ghanaian Village Restaurant.

BEST WESTERN PREMIER HOTEL, ACCRA - GHANA

Providing convenience for you is our goal. Therefore, you will find facilities throughout the hotel, on the grounds, and in your rooms, that will cater to your every need. And if we have missed something, our staff is readily available to assist.

You can access Wireless Internet in all the public areas. No telephone or cable needed. In our view, it is the small things that make all the difference. This ensures that our guests have as pleasant a stay as possible.

Location: 17 White Avenue, Accra, Ghana, Quartey Papafio Ave, Accra
BEST WESTERN PLUS Atlantic Hotel, TAKORADI - GHANA
Located in the capital of the western region of Ghana, guests at the BEST WESTERN PLUS Atlantic Hotel are just steps from the beach and can enjoy an abundance of great restaurants and shopping right on their doorstep.
Spend a day on the links at Takoradi Golf Club or step into the nearby casino for a night of gaming. Atlantic Beach is just one kilometer away and the local shopping center is only four kilometers away. Making it easy to explore the city, the hotel is located in a safe district with some of the area's best attractions only a short walk away. The friendly, welcoming staff is happy to provide recommendations to guests during their visit.
Located on the prestigious Beach Road area, this ultra-modern hotel is now open for business and is one of the newest hotels in the city. The hotel features an exclusive business wing with 56 spacious rooms for business and leisure travelers to take advantage of.

Holy Trinity Spa & Health Farm, SOGAKOPE - GHANA
The Holy Trinity SPA & Health farm is the Integrative Health Department of the multiple award – winning Holy Trinity Medical Centre Accra – Ghana. The SPA is situated in a quiet, beautiful natural surrounding spreading along Ghana’s biggest river – the Volta River. It is impressively designed and decorated in calm vegetation green colours. The natural ambiance, cool breeze from the Volta River, chirping of several species of birds, enables a person to switch off into a relaxed mode. The minimum effect you receive from the SPA is to lift the human spirit, enhance the feel – good factor and enable you to reflect on life with celestial bliss and clarity. Our health
service focuses on the “whole person” – a spiritual, emotional, mental, psychological, social and physical well-being.

**Location:** Sogakope, V/R, Ghana

---

**COCONUT GROVE REGENCY HOTEL, ACCRA - GHANA**

Coconut Grove regency hotel is located in the business district of Accra. It’s within 10 minutes drive of the World bank office, Danish, Canadian, German, Netherlands, British and American diplomatic missions, Ghana immigration service, the National Theatre, government ministries, National theatre and the Accra International Conference Centre all on “traffic free” routes.
ROYAL SENCHI RESORT HOTEL, AKOSOMBO - GHANA

We are excited to introduce the first Four Star Resort in the Eastern Region of Ghana, The Royal Senchi Resort Hotel. We are proud to be the winners of the “Travel Oscar” for the Hospitality Industry worldwide, Ghana's Leading Hotel 2015.

Location: Senchi Ferry Road, Akosombo

AFRICAN REGENT HOTEL, ACCRA - GHANA

Boldly contemporary, yet inspired by elements of traditional African design, the stunning African themed decor and professional staff make the African Regent as much a place to stay and relax as a prime destination to entertain and socialize.

The African Regent is conveniently located in an exclusive neighborhood in Accra-Airport residential area; less than ten minutes from the main international airport, a stone's throw from the Accra shopping mall and the Accra Polo court; making it the favorite choice of world leaders, celebrities, royalty and high society.